Modern fusion devices include many components that collect multi-channel data related to high-temperature plasma state. The result of these data collection experiments are multi-million signal samples registered on various diagnostics and technical sub-systems of toroidal fusion devices. The biggest data samples are collected when studying “extremely non-linear” plasma states. Such samples contain data related to plasma turbulence required for understanding the processes of anomalous transport of particles and energy transfer in such environments.

Fusion devices have dozens of multi-channel diagnostics aimed to study multiple non-linear processes taking place in plasma (e.g., ITER reactor diagnostics — www.iter.org). In general, data set for a single diagnostic can be stored in a form of matrix with size of \( N_c \times N_s \):

\[
S = \begin{pmatrix}
  s_0(t_0) & s_0(t_0 + \tau) & \ldots & s_0(t_0 + N_s\tau) \\
  s_1(t_0) & s_1(t_0 + \tau) & \ldots & s_1(t_0 + N_s\tau) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  s_{N_c}(t_0) & s_{N_c}(t_0 + \tau) & \ldots & s_{N_c}(t_0 + N_s\tau)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the inverse of the sampling frequency \( F_s \), \( N_c \) is the number of channels and \( N_s \) is the number of samples \([1,2]\).

When processing turbulence-related data, one has to remember that time series registration occurs in huge-scale live environments. This means that the diagnostic channels and the registering hardware can evolve/change over time.

A group of diagnostics can be presented as \( G = \{G_0, G_1, \ldots, G_M\} \), where \( M \) is the number of diagnostic. Each such diagnostic has its own finite set of parameters \( T^L_M \) at any given (limited) time period \([t_a, t_b] = (T^L_M \in \mathbb{R}; t_a \leq T^L_M \leq t_b)\), where \( L \) — experiment number. Diagnostic parameters are: \( N_c \) — number of channels, \( N_s \) — number of samples, \( N_b \) — bit of resolution, \( T^L_M \) — diagnostic time related to the local time of the environment, signal amplification coefficients and many others.

It’s worth mentioning that time series are better stored in databases in “raw” format, i.e. without any modifications. In the case of any signal registering errors the relevant data are also saved to the database, but doesn’t take part in the analysis afterwards.
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Pre-processing procedures for matrix $S$ have a number of operators $F_{L}^{M}$ for each diagnostic $G_{M}$ and the index of the experiment $L$. For each group $\{M, L\}$ there can be defined a dedicated set of operands, but in typically pre-processing procedures include: preliminary grouping of data, noise cancellation, physical values calculation (if required), calculation of parameters dynamic evolution [3] (statistical moments, FFT, energy characteristics, etc.), statistical analysis [4] (EM, SEM, hybrid methods, etc.) and results validation.

The result of pre-processing are data frames $\varphi: S \times F \rightarrow D$ for the new discrete time line. Selection of such time line is dictated by one of the conditions in order to obtain optimal and valid result, on the other hand, data interpolation can be applied. Such data frames $D$ are saved in the timeseries database and used as source data for deep learning and analysis algorithms.

This paper present a methodology for data pre-processing and statistical analysis for data collected on diagnostic system for turbulence study on stellator «L-2M» [5].
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